Social Thinkers and Social Evolution

Social Philosophy and the Path of History
Here, I want to give the reader a bearing on how topics discussed herein relate to some 'larger issues'. At first, I discuss the relation of social evolution to philosophical questions. It revolves mainly around the issues of perception and the path of history. Then I discuss the relationship between modern, critical, and postmodernist perspectives. One can devise the following scheme of authors reacting to one another on issues pertaining to social evolution at the intersection of philosophy and economics. 1 Figure 1: Important Thinkers on Economics, Evolution, and Social Development I start here with Kant, knowing well that this is an arbitrary decision in that important links to earlier philosophers are cut off. Kant built his argument in response to metaphysics, thought inferior to rationalism, and in response to empiricism that human sensual experience is a distinct source of knowledge. According to Kant, this is not sufficient though, since the spontaneous synthesizing of human ratio can order lawfully the manifold sensual experiences in space and time. In a similar vein as the enlightenment philosopher Kant, 2 Schiller argued that the study of history can be seen as enterprise to understand historical development processes with the aim of influencing developments. In response to Schiller and Kant, Hegel developed his theory of the 'Weltgeist' and the dialectic process of history. This was related to the idea of a 'qualitative mathematics' to deal with change. While Hegel claimed "Das Bewußtsein bestimmt das Sein" ('Consciousness determines Being'), his student Marx reacted by turning Hegel from his head on his feet, developing dialectic materialism and claiming 'Das Sein bestimmt das Bewußtsein' ('Being determines consciousness'). Both versions are correct to a certain degree of course -at the same time. Seen from an evolutionary point of view, both statements are even related in a circular manner. In Marx the philosophical and the economic sides of the question of social evolution meet. Marx explained the development of society as a process of the struggle of classes that lawfully develop in a dialectic fashion from each other based on the development of productions means and coupled to requisite institutional arrangements. He relied largely on historical and contemporary 'case studies' to build his arguments. The work of Schumpeter, especially his 'Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy', has in turn, been influenced by Marx. It is a critical, but ultimately accepting attempt at validating Marx's analysis of the future course of social development. Many issues in evolutionary economics can be traced back to Schumpeter and Marx. 
Postmodernism and Critical Theory
In the following, I will argue that modern and postmodernist stances present two halves of the same coin, when seen from the perspective of an evolutionary process. Often postmodernism and critical theory cannot be separated clearly. Critical Theory developed in sociology and philosophy based on disappointment with the results of the enlightenment movement in modern mass society and the two world wars. Postmodernism is influenced by the 'philosophical revolution' that started at the beginning of the 20th century with the loss of certainty and a belief that one, single truth and a viable perspective exist. Allegedly, this philosophical revolution was triggered by the work of Einstein on relativity and the quantum revolution in physics. However, in arts there were precursors, e.g. the im-and expressionist and later the dadaism movements. These indicate a shift in the fundamental 'zeitgeist' even before the 'quantum revolution' took place. The modern(ist) view of science (as a project of enlightenment) is often positivist and empiricist. Scientific reality is seen as a snapshot of a system at time t with fixed categories. Only phenomena accessible to scientific testing can be researched and spoken about meaningfully. One should consider, though, that positivism is a particular view that emerged years after the enlightenment in the Vienna circle of Moritz Schlick and is not necessarily identical with or wedded to enlightenment. The empiricist stance is probably particularly predominant in anglo-saxon countries, while e.g. in Germany it is influenced by a heritage of idealist philosophy. In contrast, the post-modernist stance is that reality is 'produced through' language, social interactions and discourse. As mentioned, this view is assumed to be strongly influenced by the revolution in relativity and quantum physics that shattered a worldview based on stable, even immutable entities and categories. (Incidentally, biological thinking went through a similar revolution when species were argued to change and evolve.) This view of reality in postmodernist stances leads to some difficulties defining the postmodernist view in itself. For instance Parker (1992) argues that: Attempting to define postmodernity or postmodernization is a 'futile task' because adherents refute the language and logic of definition. Instead, Parker (1992) identifies 'concerns' which include rejection of the modernist project founded on positivism, empiricism and science. A postmodernist view is that it is impossible to 'systematize' events because conceptions of 'out there' are continually renegotiated by the role of language and discourse (Parker, 1992, p. 3). The view proposed by postmodernism links not only to (quantum) physics and evolution but also to systemic and linguistic approaches to psychology such as Bateson's and NeuroLinguistic Progamming (NLP) (Walker 1996) . Particularly the latter perspective argues that the perception of reality in actors is created based on perception and interpretation of events or interaction. A somewhat similar perspective has for instance been proposed by Karl Weick with respect to managerial sense-making. The interpretation of a situation shapes actions and thus response of other actors and so the outcome (e.g. Weick 1987) . The argument here is that modern and postmodernist views can be integrated with each other if seen through an evolutionary lens: modern stable categories describe the state, the characteristics of systems that persist over a certain time, while postmodernist views focus on the process of emergence of systems, the processes of how they are created (particularly in social systems). The states are the result of the process, which is based on the elements that have been 'produced', selected and have persisted in the past. The critical perspective relates to the micro-level and to situations of increased social change, while the modernist perspective relates to the macro-level of larger system aggregation and (relatively) stable characteristics. In other words, among the many possible creations of states some have been realized. From among these some have been selected by actors in the system (cp. also Luhmann 1984 /1995 , Chernilo 2002 . From an evolutionary perspective it is clear that both modern and postmodern views capture parts of reality: the 'organisation of production' causes 'production of organization' and vice versa over time. In an evolutionary view, the 'modernist' view of organizations presents a snapshot of a system that evolved starting from around the 1880s, crystallized particularly after W.W.II, and was taken to be true maybe until the 1970s/80s. It focuses on the development of large bureaucracies and business organizations described by Weber, Schumpeter, and Chandler and takes the Fordist organization as 'goal' of developments and typical blueprint. In contrast, the postmodernist view is a snapshot of a changing system focussing on the emergence and switch in structures in the 1970s/80 -(maybe) 2020s. This period is characterized by a relative increase of entrepreneurial characteristics of organizations and economy. If the evolutionary approach is correct, also the 1870-1920s should be comparable to the postmodernist period with networked, flexible, characteristics.
Theoretical Perspectives
Strategy
Strategy is seen here as an evolutionary process of strategic action and re-action, where novelty and emergent effects occur in social systems. Strategy research has often -though not always -focussed on the connections between the elements of strategy, structure and performance (e.g. Chandler 1962 , Rumelt 1974 . This approach has been criticized because of the limited causal proof of the links between these elements (e.g. Miller 1979 ). Thus Rumelt (1991) has called for an evolutionary approach to the analysis of the development of industries. If such an analysis is not to stay on a phenomenological levels just 'correlating' changes in several areas, one needs a causal micro-story of how strategy comes about. A potential perspective filling this need has been proposed by 'strategy-as-practice' researchers (Whittington 1996 , Hendry 2000 . The strategy-as-practice approach to strategy aims to develop a micro-perspective on strategy-making. Thus it operates on the micro-level of managerial actions. Strategy can be conceived as the outcome of day-to-day actions in response to changing requirements which maps into Mintzberg's view of strategy. Mintzberg has argued that a realized strategy is the outcome of the interaction between intended and emergent strategy resulting from the tension between deliberate (planned) strategy and the impact of environmental forces (Mintzberg 1994) . A combination of the strategy as practice approach and an evolutionary perspective explaining the emergence of novelty can contribute to the analysis of intended versus emergent strategic actions. If conceived as a observational / descriptive approach of micro-level activities, one problem is the connection to measurement of the strategy-performance link in 'traditional' strategy research a la Chandler and Rumelt. If conceived as part of an evolutionary learning process then this problem can be 'solved' (cp. Reschke 2005c, Reschke and Kraus 2005) .
Economics
Strategy research is often based on the theoretical perspective of neo-classical microeconomics, assuming rational utility maximizing actors. An evolutionary perspective to strategy needs to be build on (a modification of) evolutionary economics based on a cognitive perspective (see Reschke 2005b) . Neoclassical Economics focusses on the adjustment process between plans (decisions) and actions of self-interested, utility maximizing individual actors which act under scarcity in markets coordinated by an omniscient auctioneer. It builds on a metaphor derived ultimately from the thermodynamics of the late 19th century (Mirowski 1989) . Neoclassical economics cannot claim to be able to cover and predict all of human behavior, but prediction of human behavior is possible for the rational part, which requires the above utilitarian assumptions . The irrational part essentially cannot be predicted (Krugman 1996 , Friedman 1996 . Evolutionary Economics aims to analyze particularly the developmental, dynamic aspect of economic processes based on a framework of evolutionary processes and assumes myopic, error-prone but learning, satisficing actors influenced by traditions, habits and norms (see e.g. Veblen 1898, Nelson and Winter 1982) . Evolutionary economics contrasts from mainstream economics by its focus on human characteristics, cultural, organizational and institutional contexts and endogenous factors of change. Evolutionary economics is largely wedded to a paradigm of blind (undirected, r andom) variation and selective retention, which dates at least back to Donald Campbell's article on evolutionary epistemology (Campbell 1960) . It is therefore largely characterized by a quest to transfer the conceptual structure of the Neo-darwinian synthesis (henceforth NDS), which explains evolution as the outcome of blind mutation of the genotype and selection of fitter individuals according to their phenotypic characteristics. This quest for analogues to the biological concepts has proven thorny, if not impossible. The reason for this may not lie in an inappropriateness of an evolutionary analogy as such, but in the inapplicability of the NDS models for social systems.
Psychology
Ever since Thorstein Veblen's critique of economics' dealings with psychology and social phenomena, evolutionary / institutional economists need tools to operationalize and formalize the necessary psychological toolchest. This resonates with the requirement for a social evolutionary micro-perspective and a 'unit of evolution'. In the following, I argue that a cognitive perspective based on personal construct theory (Kelly 1955) can supply this necessary micro-unit in social evolution (in Reschke 2005a it is argued that Nelson and Winter's routines (1982) are not as good a candidate for this role for theoretical and practical reasons).
4
A true evolutionary account of social phenomena requires the researcher to juxtapose the perception of actors with its effects in the real world over longer periods. Perception could play an analogous role to the biological genotype while the role of the phenotype is taken by artefacts, designs and documents. The cognitive landscape concerning a field of concepts of an actor could be seen the analogue to a set of genes. One perspective from psychology that seems useful in an evolutionary characterization of social processes is personal construct theory (Kelly 1955 , Addams-Webber 1979 , Bannister 1985 . It posits that humans perceive and structure their world mentally along dichotomous conceptual poles. These concepts can be seen as elements in interrelated cognitive maps of concepts. These describe the structure and content of actors' worldviews. Researchers can construct binary orderings of finite constructs by applying Boolean set theory to cognitive maps. This method, called repertory grid, is based on the analysis of correlations between the structure and elements of cognitive maps between actors or between actors and some real phenomenon. These are represented in binary trees. Thus a concept is represented by a process of dichotomous 'splitting' of the attributes perceived relevant by actors leading to a hierarchical tree structure of attributes. The correlation between the mental structure of perceived attributes and the structure of real world phenomena can be measured over time -showing the process of individual and group learning. If the concept is transferred to groups of people one may be able to identify different systems of belief between different groups of actors. By assigning numerical values to the degree of difference between these belief systems empirical measures can be easily constructed. Likewise the evolution of such cognitive architectures -if sufficiently identifiable from historical documents -should allow the tracking of mental representations over the past. Thus researchers should be able to relate changes in mental representations with effects in the real world over longer periods. This theoretical structure would allow for the transfer of biological evolutionary theory to the social sciences as well as providing the necessary differentiation of evolutionary approaches for social systems.
Evolution
In order to apply evolutionary theory to social systems, we need to clarify the content of evolutionary biological theories and discuss their ability to capture social phenomena. The Neo-Darwinian Synthesis NDS models can explain processes of differentiation (speciation) through competition, biogeographical niche development, and arms races. These types of models have t rouble with analyzing and explaining system -transforming, structural changes. Conceptually this leads to the postulation of emergence (see Lorenz 1973 , Mayr 1982 and sometimes even holistic explanatory schemes -or rather calls for these. The NDS model therefore probably does not constitute a sufficiently rich structure for explaining creative and social -possibly evolutionary -processes.
Systemic Evolutionary Theory
Systemic evolutionary theory has focused on selection processes internal to the organism (Riedl 1975) , the relevance of functional interaction of (organic) systems and their parts for the evolution of adaptations (Hass 1970) , the problem of emergence (Lorenz 1973) . A prevalent characteristic of systemic evolutionary biology is the trial to deal with feedback or learning effects from 'the environment' on the medium that carries information over generations. These feedback effects are obvious in social systems but are usually rejected in evolutionary biology, with some notable exceptions (e.g. Riedl 1975 , Wagner 1983 ). To prevent misunderstandings: they do not argue for a Lamarckian theory of evolution, but for a 'feedback' effect on the level of the population via successfully selected structures and phenotypes and the effect this has on further evolution rounds. Similarly the molecular and genetic basis of life is approached with a focus on the selective forces in the contextdependent interaction of molecules (epistasis). Systemic evolutionary theory therefore does not reject standard NDS theory, but rather claims the NDS theory needs to be extended. The NDS is based on the assumption of undirected, random mutation on the genetic level, while systemic evolutionists argue that change is not completely random but constrained, if not 'directed' by the existing structural make-up (on the genetic and morphological level) of organisms and its limited freedom for change (for an overview of these issues see Riedl 1975, cf. also Szathmary and Maynard Smith 1995, who argue coming from a mainstream biology point of view). The precise formulation of the process of variation, selection and change is issue that requires collaboration of natural and social and behavioural scientists as well as historians.
4 Modelling Social Evolution
Why Social Evolution?
It can be argued that social systems are subject to similar constraints as biological systems: superfecundity (of ideas, inventions and innovations), variation in these and limited resources available for their development or use. This leads to competition between members of a population of actors respectively the concepts they champion and selection of those with more efficient resource usage, 'better' characteristics matching into a 'given' social system and its 'zeitgeist', or the ability to use new resources. Such a view has been proposed, sometimes in a social-darwinist fashion, by among many others Malthus, Darwin himself, Spencer, Alchian, and Boulding. 6 Other proponents of evolutionary processes have put other elements in the foreground such as development and differentiation (Parsons) and autopoiesis (Luhmann) . Again others have argued that social and economic development as much as biological evolution is a process of knowledge growth (e.g. see the writings of Popper, Campbell, Riedl, Lorenz, Hull, Mokyr). Largely, I want to adopt this perspective in the following. The basic 'unit' of the process of evolution then should be knowledge or a measurable proxy thereof. In human social systems one candidate, among many others, can be seen in actors' mental representations (Kelly 1955) , which would play an analogous role to the replicator function of the genotype in biological systems.
Where is a Theory of Social Evolution Useful?
The advantage of an evolutionary approach is that it can deal with the nature and pattern of variation and relate it to a process explanation of how variations emerge and its patterns change. A theory of social evolution is therefore useful where elements in social processes change, such as in innovations, historical developments and predictions of future developments, as well as strategy. These areas deal with situations in which development is, in principle, open, reflexive and creative. Long-term dynamics with feedback effects affecting the structure and conditions of situations matter -in contrast to closed systems under shortterm 'observation' assumed in neoclassical economics. Generally, evolutionary theory can be applied to situations of change and situations with a 'social engineering character', i.e. all issues where control and feedback of social systems under mid-to long-term time frames matters.
5 A modelling project relevant for the systemic evolution approach has been undertaken by Nimwegen in Crutchfield's at the SFI. Nimwegen's research covers a model of evolutionary search in which a pool of GA's is recombined until new combinations (innovations) are exhausted and give rise to a new major evolutionary event that opens up a new pool of combination possibilities. Patterns of punctuated equilibrium, i.e. periods of sustained stasis and clustered change events, emerge. (Crutchfield 2001, Crutchfield and Nimwegen, 1999 ). Nimwegen's work offers a formal model of the claims that are embedded (among others) in Riedl's writing and the probably better known popular writings of Stephen Gould. Reschke (2005b) investigates the applicability of this perspective to innovations in bio-pharmaceutical research.
The paper argues that a theory of economic evolution plays the role of a mid-level theory between micro-economics interpreted in the sense of dealing with the (economic) behavior of individuals and the aggregate macro-economic realm. It amounts to a 'quasi-microfoundation' of macroeconomic phenomena. This implies a research strategy of cross-fertilization of social sciences and evolutionary biology based on the belief that social sciences and biology can help each other in the quest for analyzing complex developmental processes through exchange of theories, mechanisms and models. This view is founded on the idea of a general evolutionary theory, special instances of which are e.g. economics and biology. Therefore, phenomena and principal components of processes occurring in one discipline may be easier to research at the example of similar phenomena and processes in the other discipline. This may result from advantages in terms of observability, data availability, and the duration of processes. Economics' advantage lies in easy observation of competition processes and resulting innovations, which lead to economic development. Biology has a stronger record of long-term change in paleo-ontological data. 
Dynamics: Evolution Under Perception
In analogy to systemic evolutionary theory on can argue that the characteristics actors perceive (as relevant) depend on the past of an individuals (or a groups') socialization processes and experiences, which shape the present and future development of mental constructs.
MR II CM t → p x t → D/A → p x t+1 → MR II CM t+1
(1) with MR: mental representation, CM: cognitive map, p: perception, D / A: decision or action. MR II CM : mental representation given a certain cognitive map Thus social evolution is -much like biological evolution -a process of knowledge growth based on the interaction of hypotheses and the real world (cf. Lorenz 1973 , Riedl 1975 . In the course of social evolution, a population of entities is perceived to be associated with certain characteristics which leads to decisions and actions. This affects the population of entities in terms of types of entities and the set of characteristics they comprise, as well as the perceptions of actors. There are feedback effects from perception to entities that make up a population, the characteristics these entities possess and the decisions / actions that actors take. In turn, decisions / actions affect the population of entities and actors. Social Evolution can (and needs to) be conceptualized as a process in which real world artifacts and mental representations influence each other under the conditions, constraints and opportunities of an institutional environment. The Institutional environment refers to cultural, legal and organizational characteristics (as analyzed by e.g. List (1841), Veblen (1898) , and following (neo-and new) institutionalist economists, sociologists as well as evolutionary economists. In this process characteristics of artefacts and their configuration matter as well as mental representations and their structural ordering in cognitive maps.
These depend on the available knowledge, the attention particular issues receive, and especially the set of feasible techniques and useful knowledge (Mokyr 1997 (Mokyr , 2002 . The set of perceptions p x at time t governs the set and configurations of characteristics embodied in an artefact at t. The experience of actors with this set influences the set of mental representations at time t+1, which in turn governs characteristics at t+1. The change of the set of perceptions at t+1 is also influenced by 'independent' learning. The set of characteristics at t+1 is constrained by technological constraints. 
Philosophy and Reflexivity
Quantum physicist Bohr argues that a description of reality is incomplete if it does not include a description of the 'observer'. The observed reality (nature) is due to the occurrence of an interaction. Here he argues that the observer influences the observed. From psychological perspectives on therapy we know that that is also true for social interactions. Authors in the systemic (Bateson 1972 ) and neuro-linguistic paradigm (Bandler and Grinder 1975, Walker 1996) can show that people often -though not always -tend to confirm prejudices that underly interactions with them. Additionally, according to Bohr, there is for every description of reality there is one that contradicts this description. However, Bohr does not accept to solve this 'contradiction' with a dialectical synthesis that integrates counterpositions. Rather, he argues that the cause that shapes developments must at least have a size of Planck's quantum h. To a certain degree this is a recurrence to the modernist position. Applied to social systems Bohr's position could mean: the observer and the observed entity influence (or maybe even) shape each other. There is one condition though (in analogy to Planck's quantum h): the influencing agent must operate (or live) at least on the same scale as the observed or influenced actors. This brings us to the issue of reflexivity (e.g. Beck 1987 , Giddens 1984 ) -and to George Soros who as economic 'experimentator' has to deal with perception and its influences on action -in contrast to many theoretical (economic) treatments that define the problem away (cp. Conlisk 1996) . According to (Bryant 2002) Soros integrates the dialectics of Hegel and Marx: 'Reflexivity, understood as the interplay of subject and object, is the basis of Soros 'shoelace' theory of history. This synthesizes Hegel's dialectic of ideas and Marx's dialectical materialism. ' (Bryant 2002, 117) . As mentioned before, the author of this paper likes to the use the formulation 'Being determines consciousness and consciousness determines being' to show the circular interrelatedness of mental and real states and processes in social evolution. In this way, social evolution and the process of history unfolding can be seen as co-evolutionary process that combines the two sides of a coin. History is a process that is governed by institutions and human actions, which often seems pretty stable and 'determined' but at other times seems to go through periods of high degrees of self-reinforcing change and high susceptibility to the impact of individuals. Thus we can argue that the process of social interactions gives rise to a co-evolutionary process of counter-influences in the mental and real realms that lead to the accumulation of explicit (in social actors) or implicit (in animals, artifacts, social structures and institutions) knowledge. The history of social systems is thus a process of constrained variation that is governed by legal norms, social values, and institutional and cognitive structures. These constrain and enable the generation of variation and selection of actions and that shape developments in a interplay of differentiation and dialectic synthesis. The dialectic nature of the process is explained by the dichotomous nature of human thinking in personal construct theory.
Implications for Strategy Research
If history is an evolutionary learning process that involves actors with distinct perspectives that allow constrained variation, strategy is one process at the heart of variation in that it involves skilful creation, recombination of and adaptation to elements relevant to a goal: actions and decisions of actors, institutional requirements, organizational and technological elements. Perspectives of actors can be and often are equally valid in that they throw different lights on reality. If many perspectives are equally valid and if these may even (partly) contradict each other, these many perspectives need to be combined to understand what is going on. In some cases, perspectives need not be contradicting each other, even if it seems like that, since observations, interpretations and subsequent actions can only be evaluated and tested in conjunction with the conceptual 'filters' that have been used in developing observations and theoretical statements. Thus one may be able to map some of the contradicting observations into a larger complementary or mutually confirming picture. This gives rise to a standard for scientific practice: try to confirm observations and statements on your subject area from other disciplines/perspectives and use these to test your own theoretical system ('filter'). Find out why results are deviating from theoretical expectations and change theory, experimental set-up or, or observations accordingly.
In the end this leads to a position of tolerance with respect to other views: they might have something to say that you need in order to confirm your own view. This can be linked back to the project of enlightenment (in its idealistic version) even if there is not one certain truth. Remember Kant's definition of enlightenment: 'Aufklärung ist der Ausgang des Individuums aus seiner selbstverschuldeten Unmündigkeit.' That definition is compatible with a critical analysis of managerial behavior. How does language as a means for representation and communication shape the perception and framing of events of actors? How does this process influence the definition of issues, actions of management the distribution of resources and power and eventually the course of the organization? In the scientific arena that means to use theories as tools to make sense of reality (and not as political instrument or belief system in the fight for scientific or political power). 
Conclusion
It can be argued that the opposition between critical / postmodernist and modernist approaches is one of the level of analysis, the degree of grain in observation and the degree of abstraction. Postmodernist views operate on the micro-level of social interactions and possibly social change and modernist views operate on the macro-level of larger systems which are relatively stable. Evolutionary approaches are sandwiched between these two perspectives. They can provide a link between them. Critical approaches to social issues in general and to management and strategy in particular throw a light on the micro-perspective of how variety a) emerges and b) develops into specific traditions that shape social interactions, institutions and structures. For an evolutionary approach this is a highly relevant input, since it needs this variety to explain how evolution in general and specific developments come about on the theoretical level. It also practically needs these inputs as cases to be able to test whether there are generally valid patterns or certain `environment'. These labels are context dependent distinctions (or differences) that are constructed in reference to distinguishable alternatives in a system of autopoetic (selfcreating) circles of interacting elements.
even 'laws' (or not) that shape how the micro-level of social interaction maps into the macrolevel of aggregated behavior.
